Start your business
journey toward a
Net-Zero economy
Track your emissions, design a decarbonization strategy, engage
your supply chain and achieve Net-Zero with Enel X.

Enel X can help businesses plan and execute 360°, custom-fit, decarbonization energy
roadmaps, to perfectly blend in with the operational priorities of a specific business.
Our modular approach consists of a broad range of Net-Zero services: from data gathering, GHG
emissions calculation, tracking and reporting to decarbonization roadmap definition,
implementation as well as renewable energy supply and on-site energy efficiency solutions.

5 steps to begin your journey towards Net-Zero
Assess the current situation


Identify and categorize emissions drivers;



Survey and engage key organizational stakeholders and functional business leaders;



Emissions calculation, tracking and measurement (scope 1, 2 & 3) in line with GHG Protocol and/or
ISO14064-1;



Review current sustainability goals, emissions reduction targets, and any completed or planned actions;



Identify and prioritize areas that produce the most to the emissions.

Design a Net-Zero roadmap


Identify, prioritize and optimize sustainability and energy management goals;



Set near, mid, and long-term strategy, relevant targets and actionable implementation plans;



Establish internal cost of carbon;



Align stakeholders and supply chain to ensure collective buy-in on established goals & planned actions.

Implement & execute decarbonization solutions, such as:


Bundled and unbundled offsite RE purchasing (EACs, PPAs/VPPAs, Green Tariffs);



Onsite RE solutions, energy efficiency programs and site and fleet electrification;



Carbon reduction program implementation, renewable fuels procurement and carbon offsetting;



Digital energy management software to optimize your consumption and capture emissions data;



Implementation of supply and value chain engagement programs and procurement process
enhancements.

Track & report results with continuous optimization


Continuous tracking, monitoring and measurement of direct and indirect emissions (scopes 1,2 & 3);



Assistance with disclosure through CDP, or other platforms, and charting of your emissions reduction
progress.

Communication support to highlight achievements


Development of marketing materials and thought leadership pieces to communicate progress towards
decarbonization and net zero goals with your customers, employees, board of directors, shareholders
and your wider business community.

